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Abstract
The experimental data of the magnetic dipole moment(MDM) of lepton(e, µ) is very exact. The
deviation between the experimental data and the standard model prediction maybe comes from
new physics contribution. In the supersymmetric models, there are very many two loop diagrams
contributing to the lepton MDM. In supersymmetric models, we suppose two mass scales MSH
and M with MSH ≫ M for supersymmetric particles. Squarks belong to MSH and the other
supersymmetric particles belong to M . We analyze the order of the contributions from the two
loop diagrams. The two loop triangle diagrams corresponding to the two loop self-energy diagram
satisfy Ward identity, and their contributions possess particular factors. This work can help to
distinguish the important two loop diagrams giving corrections to lepton MDM.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the detection of the 125 GeV Higgs boson[1], the standard model(SM) achieves great
success. However, SM has some short comings: 1. SM can not give masses to neutrinos;
2. SM does not have cold dark matter candidate. The minimal supersymmetric(SUSY)
extension of the standard model(MSSM)[2] has attracted physicists’ attentions for more
than 30 years. MSSM has also been extended, and the extensions of MSSM[3] have many
particles beyound SM. These new particles give corrections to the studied processes. For
the magnetic dipole moment(MDM)[4] of lepton especially muon, the two loop corrections
from SUSY particles are important.
In the SM, there are several parts giving the contributions to lepton MDM[5]
aSMl = a
QED
l + a
EW
l + a
HAD
l . (1)
a
QED
l representing the QED contribution is dominant. While, a
EW
l and a
HAD
l denote the
electroweak and hadronic contributions, respectively. For muon MDM, the deviation be-
tween the SM theoretical prediction and experimental data is about 3.7σ[6]
∆aµ = a
exp
µ − a
SM
µ = (27.4± 7.3)× 10
−10. (2)
This deviation ∆aµ may come from the new physics contribution. In SUSY models, there
are many SUSY particles that can correct muon MDM through loop diagrams. As discussed
in the works[7, 8], the two loop SUSY diagrams can contribute importantly to muon MDM.
With the on shell renormalization scheme, the numerical calculation of two loop elec-
troweak corrections to the muon MDM has been performed in the SM[9]. Physicists show
great interests on new physics corrections to muon MDM. The authors of Ref.[10] study the
2HDM contribution to the muon MDM and present the complete two loop results. It is
well known that the corrections from SUSY particles are of interest. In the work[11], the
two loop Barr-Zee type diagrams with heavy fermions in the sub-loop are researched. The
rainbow diagrams with heavy fermion sub-loop are also deduced analytically[12]. The con-
tributions to muon MDM from the two loop triangle diagrams generating from the two loop
self-energy diagrams b4[χ0; l;χ0; L˜; L˜], b4[χ0; ν;χ±; L˜; ν˜] and b4[χ±; l;χ±; ν˜; ν˜] can be found
in Ref.[13]. The b4[F1; F2; F3; S1; S2] type diagram is plotted in the FIG.1 with F denoting
Dirac(Majorana) particles and S representing scalar particles. The authors of Ref.[14] give
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detailed results for the two loop corrections to the muon MDM from fermion/sfermion loops
in the MSSM. The two loop diagrams where an additional photon loop is attached to a SUSY
one loop diagram are called as photonic SUSY two loop corrections, whose corrections to
muon MDM are evaluated exactly[15].
It is well known to all that, there are a lot of two loop diagrams[16] contributing to muon
MDM in SUSY models. So, to identify the important two loop diagrams is a meaningful
thing. We use a method to get the order of the two loop corrections. In this work, the
log terms and the number coefficients are not shown, because it is the estimation and the
factors
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
= ml
M
and xl
xM
=
m2l
M2
etc are more important than the log function. After this
introduction, we show the used supposition and analysis method in the section II. Section
III is devoted to the obtained factors for the corresponding two loop diagrams. In the last
section, we discuss the factors and compare their size.
II. THE METHOD
To make that the analysis is representative, we research the problem in the framework of
MSSM. There are a lot of two loop diagrams including SUSY particles that give contributions
to muon MDM. The two loop triangle diagrams for µ → µ + γ are so many, that we just
plot the two loop self-energy diagrams to save space. The external photon is assumed to be
attached to any of the internal, charged particles. In the FIG.1, the dominant two loop self-
energy diagrams for µ → µ are plotted. For the diagram b1 in the FIG.1, there is another
diagram by exchanging the vector boson and scalar boson. However, we do not show it,
because its contribution to muon MDM is Hermitian of the contribution from diagram b1.
To calculate so many two loop diagrams is very difficult and tedious. So, we use a method to
estimate the order of contribution from the two loop diagram. The method is much simpler
than the real two loop calculation. Firstly, we perform the sub-loop integration to get the
effective Lagrangian. Secondly, the residual loop integration is performed.
In the order analysis, the one-loop SUSY contributions to lepton MDM are decoupling
and possess the factor
m2
l
m2
l˜
with the lepton and slepton masses ml, ml˜ (some diagrams have
an additional enhancement factor
mχ˜
ml
with some chargino/neutralino mass mχ˜). The SUSY
corrections are expected to explain the the deviation between the measurement and the
prediction in the SM, at least one of these SUSY masses should be small (∼ 200 GeV).
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FIG. 1: The two loop self-energy diagrams of topology a, b, c.
Considering the current bounds by the LHC, the squark should be heavier (>∼ 1.5 TeV).
Taking into account the above constraints, we use two mass scales M and MSH for the
SUSY particles’ masses. MSH represents heavy SUSY particles mass scale, and squarks
masses belong to MSH . M is the light SUSY particle mass scale, the masses of the SUSY
particles except squarks are supposed asM . Because the loop corrections are decoupling and
MSH ≫ M , the contributions to muon MDM from the squarks can be neglected safely. To
simplify the calculation and get the factor easily, we adopt another supposition: Considering
mZ ≃ mW [17], we use mV to represent the masses of Z boson and W boson.
For each two loop self-energy diagram, the corresponding triangle diagrams are obtained
by attaching one photon on the internal line and vertex in all possible ways. The part σµνpν
in the obtained two loop triangle diagrams of the process µ → µ + γ contributes to muon
MDM. The sum of all two loop triangle diagrams belonging to one two loop self-energy
diagram satisfies the Ward-identity[18].
To show the method explicitly, we give some examples. The upper left diagram in FIG.2
is the two loop triangle diagram of two loop rainbow self-energy diagram c1. It is known
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that the contributions of the one-loop diagrams are all UV-finite, and at the two-loop order
only counterterms for the sub-loops are required. The UV divergent term comes from the
sub-loop that is the one loop self-energy diagram of vector boson. The counter term of the
sub-loop is denoted by ⊗ in on shell scheme[19]. Adding the counter term, one can obtain
the renormalized vector boson self-energy represented by the black square in the low right
diagram of the FIG.2. Then we study the effective triangle diagram in the upper right part
of the FIG.2. It is easy to perform the calculation and obtain the factor of the contribution
to muon MDM. Using on-shell scheme, we obtain the decoupling results.
FIG. 2: The schematic diagram for the calculation of the two loop triangle diagram of c1 type.
The two loop triangle diagram in the upper left part of the FIG.3 is UV divergent which
is caused by the sub-loop (one loop triangle diagram) plotted in the low left part of FIG.3.
The low middle part in the FIG.3 represented by the ⊗ is the counter term of the one
loop triangle diagram. The black square in the low right part of the FIG.3 denotes the
renormalized one loop triangle diagram, which represents the effective vertex. After this
operation, the two loop triangle diagram in the upper left part of FIG.3 is simplified as the
effective one loop diagram including black square in the upper right part of FIG. 3. Then
the factor of this diagram’s contribution to muon MDM can be obtained.
III. THE ANALYSIS
To show the concrete analysis of the factor, we study the two loop diagrams in the MSSM.
When people insert SUSY particles into the two loop generic diagrams, a lot of MSSM two
loop diagrams will be produced. A two loop self-energy diagram can generate several two
5
;FIG. 3: The schematic diagram for the calculation of the two loop triangle diagram belonging to
b4 type.
loop triangle diagrams. To denote the two loop diagrams economically, we show our two
loop self-energy diagram notation in the generic form a1[V1; S; V2; F], here V represents
virtual vector boson, S denotes virtual scalar boson, F is virtual Dirac(Majorana) particle.
The other two loop self-energy diagrams are a2[S1; S; S2; F], a3[S1; S2; V; F], b1[F1; F2;
F3; V; S], b2[F1; F2; S1; S2; S3], b3[F1; F2; S1; S2; V], b4[F1; F2; F3; S1; S2], b5[F1; F2;
S1; S2; V], c1[F1; F2; F3; V1; V2], c2[S1; S2; V1; V2; F], c3[S1; S2; S3; S4; F], c4[F1; F2;
F3; S1; S2], c5[S1; S2; S3; V; F], c6[F1; F2; F3; V; S], c7[S1; S2; S3; V; F], c8[F1; F2; F3;
V; S], c9[F1; F2; F3; S; V], c10[F1; F2; F3; S1; S2].
1. The two loop Barr-Zee type diagrams
(
c6[χ±; χ±; µ; (γ, Z); H0] and
c6[χ0; χ±; ν; W±; H±]
)
give contributions to muon MDM, that are researched in de-
tail by the author Feng[11]. Supposing χ± and χ0 with the same mass M , the analytic
results are simplified, then the order factor can be obtained. The explicit form of the factor
is xl
x
1/2
M
x
1/2
V
. The notation is x = m
2
Λ2
and Λ is mass scale. In our method, discarding the vertex
coupling we obtain the factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
from loop calculation. In Barr-Zee type diagram, there is
l¯−H − l coupling which has the suppression factor ml
mV
=
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
V
in the vertex. Combining the
two factors, we get the order factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
×
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
V
= xl
x
1/2
M
x
1/2
V
that is same as the factor of Feng’s
result.
2. The contributions to muon MDM from the two loop diagrams
(
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c1[χ±; χ±; µ; γ; (γ, Z)], c2[S; S; γ; (γ, Z); µ], a1[γ; S; (γ, Z); µ]
)
with S de-
noting the charged scalar particles (L˜, H±) have the order xl
xM
. The rainbow diagrams
with heavy fermion in the sub-loop and the two vector bosons being (γ, γ) and (γ, Z)
have been studied in Ref.[12], where the factor xl
xM
in the (γ, γ) type diagrams is obvi-
ously. Supposing charginos with same mass M , the analytic results for two loop rain-
bow diagrams with two vector bosons(γ, Z) in Ref.[12] are simplified, from which the fac-
tor xl
xM
is extracted. Besides these diagrams, in our analysis, we find that the diagrams
(
c2[S; S; γ; (γ, Z); µ], a1[γ; S; (γ, Z); µ]
)
contribute to muon MDM contribution with
the factor xl
xM
.
3. In Ref.[12], the authors research muon MDM corrections from the rainbow dia-
grams
(
c1[χ±; χ±; µ; Z; Z] and c1[χ0; χ±; ν; W ; W ]
)
that have two heavy vector
bosons ZZ(WW ) and heavy fermion sub-loop. From their analytic results, one can get
the factor xl
xV
after the simplification. In fact, the vector bosons in two loop diagrams
(
c1[χ±; χ±; µ; Z; Z], c2[S; S; Z; Z; µ], a1[Z; S; Z; µ] with S = L˜, H±, H0, ν˜
)
are just Z bosons. Their sub-diagrams belong to Z self-energy diagrams, that are UV-
divergent. To obtain finite and decoupling results, on-shell subduction scheme is used.
The sub-diagrams of
(
c1[χ0; χ±; ν; W ; W ], c2[S1; S2; W ; W ; ν] with (S1, S2) =
(ν˜, L˜); (H0, H±), a1[W ; S; W ; ν] with S = L˜, H±, H0, ν˜
)
are the self-energy diagrams
of W, whose treatment is similar as Z condition. After the estimation, these type two loop
diagrams also give corrections to muon MDM with the factor xl
xV
.
4. This type diagrams
(
b2[χ±; χ±; ν˜; ν˜; H0], b2[χ0; χ0; L˜; L˜; H0], b2[χ0; χ±; L˜; ν˜; H±]
)
have the vertex S − H − S possessing mass dimension, which is supposed as λHSS. Con-
sidering the Feynman rules in Ref.[2], the order of λHSS should be in the region
v(250GeV) ∼ M(SUSY particle mass). After the analysis, the factor from loop calculation
is
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M M
. Adding the mass dimension parameter λHSS in the vertex, the total factor of
these type diagrams is
x
1/2
l
λHSS
x
1/2
M M
, which is smaller than
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
because λHSS
M
≤ 1.
5. There are many two loop diagrams contributing to muon MDM with the factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
.
According to the topology, these diagrams can be divided into three types: 1. the sub-loop
is triangular diagram
(
b1[µ; χ0; χ0; Z; L˜], b4[χ0; ν; χ±; L˜; ν˜], b5[χ±; χ±; ν˜; ν˜; Z],
b5[χ0; χ0; L˜; L˜; Z], b5[χ0; χ±; L˜; ν˜; W ]
)
; 2. the sub-loop is the self-energy diagram
of fermion
(
c8[χ±; χ±; χ±; (γ, Z); ν˜], c8[χ0; χ0; χ0; Z; L˜], c8[χ±; χ0; χ±; W ; ν˜],
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c8[χ0; χ±; χ0; W ; L˜], c9[µ; χ±; µ; ν˜; (γ, Z)], c9[µ; χ0; µ; L˜; (γ, Z)],
c9[ν; χ±; ν; L˜; W ], c9[ν; χ0; ν; ν˜; W ], c10[χ±; χ±; χ±; H0; ν˜], c10[χ±; χ0; χ±; H±; ν˜],
c10[χ0; χ0; χ0; H0; L˜], c10[χ0; χ±; χ0; H±; L˜]
)
; 3. the sub-loop is the self-energy di-
agram of scalar boson
(
a2[L˜; (ν˜, L˜, H0, H±); L˜; χ±], a2[ν˜; (ν˜, L˜, H0, H±); ν˜; χ0],
a3[L˜; L˜; (γ, Z, W ); χ0], a3[ν˜; ν˜; (Z, W ); χ±], c4[ν; χ0; χ±; ν˜; ν˜], c4[µ; χ±; χ±; ν˜; ν˜],
c4[µ; χ0; χ0; L˜; L˜], c4[ν; χ±; χ0; L˜; L˜], c5[L˜; L˜; L˜; (γ, Z); χ0], c5[ν˜; ν˜; ν˜; Z; χ±],
c5[ν˜; L˜; ν˜; W ; χ±], c5[L˜; ν˜; L˜; W ; χ0]
)
. As the studied SUSY particles possess same mass
M , the analysis of these three type diagrams are not difficult. At first, we perform the loop
integration of the sub-loop and obtain the effective coefficients and operators. Secondly, we
calculate the remaining loop integration. At last, the factor of the contributions to muon
MDM is extracted. In the end, we find that their contributions all have the factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
.
6. The sub-diagrams of this type two loop self-energy diagrams
(
c10[χ0; F ; χ0; S˜; L˜]
with (F, S˜) = (ν, ν˜), (l, L˜) and c10[χ±; F ; χ±; S˜; ν˜] with (F, S˜) = (ν, L˜), (l, ν˜)
)
are the
fermion self-energy diagrams with virtual scalar particles. These diagrams give corrections
to muon MDM with the factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
mF
M
. Here, mF represents the mass of virtual fermion
including SM fermion, χ± and χ0 in the two loop diagram. Obviously, mF
M
≤ 1 and the
factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
mF
M
≤
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
.
7. The mass of lepton is much smaller than the mV . That is to say
xl
xV
≪ 1, and we can
expand the results corresponding to
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
and xl
xV
. For the contributions from the diagrams
(
b1[µ; χ±; χ±; (γ, Z); ν˜], b1[ν; χ0; χ±; W ; ν˜], b1[ν; χ±; χ0; W ; L˜], b3[χ±; µ; ν˜; ν˜; Z],
b3[χ0; µ; L˜; L˜; (γ, Z)], b3[χ0; ν; L˜; ν˜; W ], b3[χ±; ν; ν˜; L˜; W ]
)
, some parts have the
factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
and the other parts have the factor xl
xV
after our expansion.
8. This type diagrams
(
b4[µ; χ±; χ±; H0; ν˜], b4[µ; χ0; χ0; H0; L˜],
b4[ν; χ0; χ±; H±; ν˜], b4[ν; χ±; χ0; H±; L˜]
)
are very similar as the diagrams
(
b1[µ; χ±; χ±; (γ, Z); ν˜], b1[ν; χ0; χ±; W ; ν˜], b1[ν; χ±; χ0; W ; L˜]
)
, where if the
vector bosons γ, Z,W are replaced by H0, H± respectively, we can obtain the b4 type dia-
grams. Without considering the vertex couplings, we obtain the factors
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
and xl
xV
of the b1
type diagrams contributions. This condition is almost same as the condition of the diagrams
(
b1[µ; χ±; χ±; (γ, Z); ν˜] . . . and b3[χ±; µ; ν˜; ν˜; Z] . . .
)
with the factors
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
and xl
xV
in
the up section. At last, we should consider the suppression factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
V
in the vertex l¯−H− l.
Therefore, the final order factors are xl
x
1/2
M x
1/2
V
and
x
3/2
l
x
3/2
V
.
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9. The Higgs (including the 125GeV Higgs boson and goldstone) are not of the same
masses. In this work, we distinguish the goldstone boson, light CP-even Higgs and Heavy
Higgs. mh denotes light CP-even Higgs with mass (mh=125.1GeV), as well asmH represents
heavy Higgs mass. For the diagrams
(
c7[H0; H0; H0; (γ, Z); µ], c7[ν˜; ν˜; H0; Z; µ],
c7[S; S; H0; (γ, Z); µ] with S = L˜, H± and c7[S1; S2; H±; W ; ν] with (S1, S2) =
(ν˜, L˜); (H±, H0)
)
, we perform the loop integration and expand the contributions to muon
MDM. The results can be departed into two parts: one part has the factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
M
and the
other part has the factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
H
mH
. When the Higgs are goldstone and light CP-even Higgs,
the extracted factor is
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
M
. If the two loop diagrams include heavy Higgs with mH >∼MSL,
the factor is
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
H mH
. In these type diagrams, the two vertex couplings must be taken into
account: S−H−S vertex coupling with mass dimension λHSS and l¯−H− l vertex coupling
with the supression factor ml
mV
. In the end, these type diagrams give muon MDM corrections
with two factors: xlλHSS
x
1/2
V x
1/2
M M
and xlλHSS
x
1/2
V x
1/2
H mH
. In rough estimation, λHSS
mH
<
∼ 1.
10. For the diagrams
(
c3[ν˜; H0; ν˜; ν˜; χ±], c3[ν˜; H±; L˜; ν˜; χ±], c3[L˜; H0; L˜; L˜; χ0],
c3[L˜; H±; ν˜; L˜; χ0]
)
, we obtain two factors from the loop integration, which include
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
M2
.
The other factor has relation with the Higgs masses. If the Higgs are the Goldstone boson
and light CP-even Higgs(125GeV), the factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
M2
is same as the front factor. If the
Higgs masses are heavier than the MSL, the corresponding factor is
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
m2
H
. There are two
S−H−S vertexes with mass dimension parameter λHSS in these two loop diagrams. Taking
into account λHSS, we gain the final factors
x
1/2
l
λ2HSS
x
1/2
M M
2
and
x
1/2
l
λ2HSS
x
1/2
M m
2
H
of the contributions to
muon MDM.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, for supersymmetric particles we suppose two mass scales MSH and M with
the relation MSH ≫ M . Taking into account of the vertex coupling, the orders for the two
loop diagrams contributing to lepton MDM are analyzed here. Their contributions have
particular factors representing the order, and these factors are collected here. The Barr-Zee
type factor is xl
x
1/2
M x
1/2
V
. The other type factors are
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
,
x
1/2
l
λHSS
x
1/2
M M
,
x
1/2
l
λ2HSS
x
1/2
M M
2
,
x
1/2
l
λ2HSS
x
1/2
M m
2
H
,
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
mF
M
,
xl
xV
, xlλHSS
x
1/2
V x
1/2
M M
, xlλHSS
x
1/2
V x
1/2
H mH
,
x
3/2
l
x
3/2
V
, xl
xM
. These factors except xl
xV
and
x
3/2
l
x
3/2
V
become small with the
enlarging masses of SUSY particles and Higgs. It implies the decoupling rule.
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In Ref.[7], the authors have reached the two loop diagrams including barr-zee type dia-
grams with Fermion sub-loop and two loop rainbow diagrams with Fermion sub-loop. These
two loop diagrams have been researched in great detail in Refs.[11, 12] and analytic results
are obtained. Our order analysis is same with the result of Refs.[11, 12]. For the two loop
barr-zee type diagrams with scalar sub-loop in Ref.[7], their factor is xl
x
1/2
M
x
1/2
H
with mH repre-
senting heavy Higgs mass. In our analysis, the two loop barr-zee type diagrams with scalar
sub-loop belong to c7 type, whose factors are xlλHSS
x
1/2
V x
1/2
M M
and xlλHSS
x
1/2
V x
1/2
H mH
. When the Higgs is
heavy, our factor is xlλHSS
x
1/2
V
x
1/2
H
mH
which is almost same as the factor xl
x
1/2
M
x
1/2
H
in Ref.[7].
In Ref.[14] the two loop diagrams of c10 type with scalar leptons are calculated, where the
factor is gained as xl
xM
. The scalar quark are very heavy, so we neglected squark contribution.
Our factor from slepton contribution in the c10 type diagrams is
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
mF
M
with mF is the
virtual Fermion mass in the sub-loop. Corresponding to the two loop diagrams in Ref.[14],
mF = ml, therefore our factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
ml
M
= xl
xM
is same as the factor in Ref.[14]. The studied
two loop diagrams in Ref.[15] belong to the type b1, b3, c8 and c9. From their results, the
obtained factor is
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
, which is completely same as the factor in our analysis.
The small factors are xl
xM
and
x
3/2
l
x
3/2
V
. If the two loop contributions possess just the both
factors, their contributions can be neglected safely.
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
and xl
xV
are the large factors. Because
λHSS
M
,
λ2HSS
M2
,
λ2HSS
m2
H
and mF
M
are not more than 1, the factors (
x
1/2
l
λHSS
x
1/2
M M
,
x
1/2
l
λ2HSS
x
1/2
M M
2
,
x
1/2
l
λ2HSS
x
1/2
M m
2
H
,
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
mF
M
)
should not be bigger than the factor
x
1/2
l
x
1/2
M
. The factor xl
x
1/2
M
x
1/2
V
for the famous Barr-Zee type
two loop diagrams is of the middle order, which is similar as the factors xlλHSS
x
1/2
V
x
1/2
M
M
and
xlλHSS
x
1/2
V x
1/2
H mH
. This work is the order analysis for the two loop diagrams. That is to say the
values for the parameters rely on the concrete models. It is in favor of reseaching two loop
corrections to the lepton MDM in the models beyond SM.
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